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If you happen to pass by the Universalist Church of Pro- has been learning the trade only a month, but Levesque 

vincetown, you may notice a web of ropes and ladders sur- has seven years experience doing steeple work. And both 
rounding its steeple, as well as two daring young men who men’s fathers preceded them in the business. 
are in the process of painting ’and caulking it. “All I know is it’s high, real high,” Nimelett said, look 

The much-needed repair work, which will prevent leaks ing up. 
in the 135-year-old Asher Benjamin steeple, is being paid The church has been repaired twice before in its long 
for by the Restoration Committee of the Lower Cape, anon- history. Twelve years ago the main crossbeam split 
denominational society formed in 1968 to restore historical ing a storm, and steel girders were inserted to buttres 
buildings in the area. The building was repainted in 1977, another project s 
Joe Acker, a member of the committee who is also on the ported by the Restoration Committee. 

Universalist Church’s board of directors, said the repair The church’s interior boasts “one of the finest examples 
work on the steeple will cost about $5,000. of trompe l’oeil in the western hemisphere,” Acker said 

Acker knows almost everything there is to know about Trompe l’oeil means “fool the eye” in French, and indeed, 
the church, except how tall it is. the painted-on niches and columns are a realistic-looking 

“That information is buried in the records somewhere.” optical illusion indeed. 
Acker said, glancing up at the roof of the church, as if try- The elaborate trompe l’oeil interior was part of the 
ing to estimate its height. “But I’m quite sure it’s one of original church design, but over the years time, and water 
the tallest steeples in town.” damage from a hurricane, began to take its toll on the 

Bob Levesque and Scott Nimelett, the young steeple- design. 
jacks from the American Steeple, Tower and Chimney com- The Restoration Committee came to its rescue, hiring 
pany of Salem, don’t really care to know how tall the stee several artists to carefully reconstruct the painting. In 1972 
ple is. They have been painting and repairing the tower for the church was admitted to the National Register of 

Nimelett the past two weeks and work without safety historic Places and was designated a national historic site. 
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e original mural is really beautiful-the texture and 
arency of the surface,” said 


